CUSTOMER SUCCESS

Cartise Achieves Elegance in Process to
Match Their Product with Momentis ERP
Montreal-based Cartise has been designing and manufacturing beautiful and unique women’s
clothing for over 40 years. To streamline its operations, Cartise now uses the Momentis ERP
across its business; from style design and production through inventory management and
receivable tracking, and everything in-between.
Momentis recently sat down with Danya Padan, Cartise’s Operations Manager and Marketing
Manager, to find out how implementing Momentis has changed their business.
In their ERP search, Cartise’s highest priority was adding efficiencies to their product
development process, which they found with Momentis’ fully integrated PLM solution: “Before,
we were doing everything manually” Danya recalled. “I would have spreadsheets or clipboards
full of information for tracking the progress of each style. Now with Momentis PLM, I can use the
work-in-progress tool to instantly understand the status of every style without any manual work.”
Momentis PLM also enables Cartise to maintain all information related to design, development,
and sampling in the same place, enhancing collaboration while reducing errors. Danya
emphasized that “with PLM we save so much time. It is night and day compared to how we
were working before.”
Cartise is not only innovative when it comes to fashion design; they are finding novel ways to
use Momentis software to improve their business. After implementing the Momentis iOS Sales
App across their sales force, Cartise recently put it to use at its warehouse sale. Danya
explained how they setup a temporary showroom with samples so that “instead of having a
warehouse sale where you bring all your inventory forward, we were able to offer more products
to the customer in a more elegant way.”
The sales reps were equipped with iPads running the Momentis iOS Sales App, and when
customers selected the items they wanted, after verifying the inventory was available in their
desired size, picks were instantly generated so the shopping cart could be fulfilled by the
warehouse. Danya explained how this was possible, noting that, “because the iOS app shows
inventory levels in real-time, as soon as items were put on picks, they were deducted from the
inventory that other reps saw as available. Whatever wasn’t purchased when customers
checked out became immediately visible as available to sell again.” Cartise is the first
Momentis client to report using the iOS sales app at a warehouse sale, and we are thrilled by
the result.
The fashion industry is constantly in flux, and it is Momentis’ goal to offer the tools and services
that our clients need to thrive in this ever-changing environment. We are ecstatic when we see
our clients getting the most out of Momentis software and encouraged to receive such positive
feedback from this incredible client.
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